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Schedule� Paper discussion
– AI and Agents: State of the Art
Eduardo Alonso
AI Magazine 23 (3), 2002

– Is it an Agent, or Just a Program?: A Taxonomy for 
Autonomous Agents
Stan Franklin and Art Graesser
Lecture Notes In Computer Science, Vol. 1193
Proceedings of the Workshop on Intelligent Agents, Agent Theories, 
Architectures, and Languages, 1996



Is it an Agent, or Just a Program?
Stan Franklin and Art Graesser



Agent Definitions� The MuBot agent 
– two orthogonal concepts: � the agent's ability for autonomous execution� the agent's ability to perform domain oriented reasoning� The AIMA agent
– anything that can be viewed as:� perceiving its environment through sensors� acting upon that environment through effectors� The Maes agent
– computational systems that:� inhabit some complex dynamic environment� sense and act autonomously in this environment� realize a set of goals or tasks for which they are designed 



More Agent Definitions� The KidSim agent 
– a persistent software entity dedicated to a special purpose � 'Persistent' distinguishes agents from subroutines� 'Special purpose' distinguishes them from entire multifunction applications� The Hayes-Roth agent
– continuously perform three functions: � perception of dynamic conditions in the environment� action to affect conditions in the environment� reasoning to interpret perceptions, solve problems, and determine actions � The IBM agent
– software entities that carry out operations on behalf of a user� with some degree of independence or autonomy� employ some knowledge or representation of the user's goals or desires



Even More Agent Definitions� The Wooldridge-Jennings agent 
– a hardware or (more usually) software-based computer system:� autonomy: agents operate without intervention and have control over actions� social ability: agents interact with other agents via some language� reactivity: agents perceive their environment and respond to changes � pro-activeness: exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative� The SodaBot agent
– programs that � engage in dialogs� negotiate and coordinate transfer of information 



Yet Even More Agent Definitions� The Foner agent� collaborate with their users to improve the accomplishment of tasks� the agent dialog with the user, be trustworthy, and degrade gracefully� The Brustoloni agent� systems capable of autonomous, purposeful action in the real world � The FAQ agent
– will not attempt to provide an authoritative definition ... 
– agent attributes: � autonomous, goal-oriented, collaborative, flexible, self-starting� temporal continuity, character, communicative, adaptive, mobile 



Agency� Characterization
– normative or functional� Essential characteristics
– action
– perception
– environment� A “better” definition
– An autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an 
environment that senses that environment and acts on it, over time, in 
pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect what it senses in the future.



Basic Points� Definition dependency
– on the environment [camera, light]
– on the length of interaction [over time]
– on the task [spell-checker]
– on the multiplicity [multiple agents]� Definition success
– an agent may not be a program
– a program may not be an agent� Default
– all software agents are programs



Agent Classification� Properties
– autonomous, learning, mobile, ... � Tasks
– searching, classifying, filtering, controlling, ... � Control architecture
– reactive, deliberative, learning, ... � Sensors
– laser-, camera-, sonar-, keyboard-, ethernet-, ... equipped� Actuators
– legged, wheeled, manipulator, 
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